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VANISHlNG THEOREMS IN ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS* 

HIDEYUKI MAJIMA 

About one century ago, H. Poincar6[22] obtained the concept of asymptotic expansions 

of holomorphic functions in one-dimensional sectors. He proved the existence of a solu-

tion to an ordinary differential equation of 'Poincar6 rank l' which has an asymptotic 

expansion. Since then, the asymptotic expansions of one-variable functions have been 
used to express local behavior of solutions to functional equations (cf. Wasow[30], Olver[21]). 

Among the works, on the ordinary differential equations with singular points, the theorem 

of existence of asymptotic solutions is significant, which is due to Pioncar6[22]. Birkhoff[1], 

Tr.jitzinsky[27], Malmquist]l9], Hukuhara[8], Turrittin[28]. Iwano[lO], and Sibuya[24]. In 

the former 1970's, the index theorems of linear ordinary differential equations were proved by 

several authors : Deligne[3], Malgrange[17], Komatsu[13]. Moreover, the notion of regular 

singularity of linear ordinary differential equations was characterized by validity of the com-

parison theorem or cohomology vanishing theorem[3, 17, 13]. These well suggested that there 

was an absence of a tool in the theory of asymptotic expansions of one-variable func-

tions. In the middle 1970's, via Sibuya[25]. Malgrange[17] introduced the sheaf of germs of 

functions having asymptotic expansions and proved a kind of vanishing theorem for it. 

Thereafter, the theory of asymptotic expansions of one-variable functions became more power-

ful. As is written in the encyclopedical dictionary of mathematics by the Mathematical 

Society of Japan, there are many ways to define the notion ofasymptotic expansions ofseveral-

variable functions. Hukuhara[9] gave a definition for the study of non-linear ordinary 

differential equations. In the latter 1970's, some works on the Pfaffian systems with certain 

kind of irregular singularities appeared: G6rard-Sibuya[7], Takano[26]. In these articles, the 

asymptotic expansions of several-variable functions were adopted as in [9]･ In 1981, 
there appeared another theory of asymptotic expansions of several-variable functions[14]. 

It is considered as powerful as the asymptotic theory of one-variable functions. 

I. Defimtron ofAsymptotlc Developablhty ofFunctrons 

Let S[~,~,r] and S(~,~,r) be a closed and an open sector with summit at the ongm in C. 
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We say that a holomorphic function f(x) in S[~,~,r] is asymptotically developable as x tends 

to O if there exists a formal power series f(x)=~q=0=fqx such that for any non negatrve 

integer N the following inequality is satisfied 

N-l 
sup {lxl-Nlf(x)- ~ fqxql ; xeS[~,~,r]} < + oo. (1.1) 

q=0 

By using the Cauchy's integral formula, this condition is translated to the following con-

dition that for any N there exists a limit 

lim (d/dx)N f(x)(xeS[~, ~, r], x-O)=N! fN (1 .2) 
Then, f(x) is called the asymptotic series for f(x), and f(x) is asymptotically developable to 

f(x) as x tends to O. A function in S(~,~,r) is said to be asymptotically developable as x 

tends to O if f(x) is holomorphic and asymptotically developable in any closed subsector 

S' in the open sector. Now, Iet ~i,~i,(i=1, . . . , k) and ri(i=1, . . . , 11) be real numbers and 

positive real numbers, respectively. The subset of C" 

S'= II S[ei,~i,rt] x II D[rj] (1.3) 
t*1 j=k+1 

is called an n-dimensional closed polysectorwith the edge in V= {(xl' ' ' " x*)eC x x O} 

where D[rj] denotes the closed disc at the origin with the radius rj In xj-plane. Let [1,n] 

denote the subset {i=1, . . . , n} in N. For a subset J of [1, k], NJ denotes the set of all 

qJ=(qj)j~J' Put xJ=(xj) and put xJqJ=lljeJxjqj for qJeNJ. For the complement I of 
J in [1,n], put S'cl]=llie~In[1'k]S[~i,~i,ri] x llj=k+1"D[rJ], xl=(xi)teJ' Write x for x[1'*]' 

DEFINITION 1.1. A holomorphic function in S' is said to be asymptotical!y developable 

as x tends to V if there exists a family of functions 

F= { f(xl ; qJ) ; c ~ JC [1 , k], qJeENJ, I=[1 , n] - J} (1 .4) 

such thatf(xl ; qJ) is holomorphic in S'[I]' and for any N=(N1' ' ' ' ' ' ' O)eEN~, Nk, O, . 

sup {lx~N(f(x)-AppN(x; F))1 ; xeS'} < + oo (1 .5) 
is satisfied, where 

Nj-l 
AppN(x F)= ~ (-1)sJ+1 ~ ~ f(xl; qJ)xJq'. (1.6) 

c~Jc[1,h] j=J qj*o 
This condition is equivalent to the existence of the limit 

lim (a/axJ)qJf(x)(x eE S', xJ-O) =qJ .If(xJ, qJ) (1 .7) 

for any non-empty subset J of [1,k] and any qJeNJ. Then, F is called the family of the 

total coefficients of asymptotic expansion for f and f(xl;qJ) is called the coefficient of the 

degree qJ with respect to J. These are denoted by TA(f), TA(f)qJ, respectively. The series 

FAJ(f)= ~ f(xl ; qJ)XJqJ (1.8) 
qleNJ 

is called the asymptotic series offwith respect to J. AppN(x; TA(f)) is called the approx-

imate function of the degree N. If the above condition is satisfied, then the function f(xl ; qJ) 

in S'cl] satisfies the same type of condition as (1.5) for 
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F(qJ)= { f(xK ; qJuL) ; ip~F LC[1, k] - J, qLeNL, K=[1 , n] - J U L} (1 .9) 

as x tends to VI= {xl ; llielu[1,k]xt=0} . 

DEFINITION 1.2. A holomorphic functionf(x) in an open polysector with the edge in V 

S= II S(~t,~t,ri) x II D(rj) (1,lO) 
i=1 j*h+1 

is said to be asymptotically developable as x tends to V, iff(x) is asymptotically developable 

in any closed subpolysector S' in the sence of the definition 1,1, where D(rj) denotes the 

open disc at the origin in the xj-plane. 

If the function f(x) is asymptotica]ly developable in S, for any non-empty subset J jn 

[1, k] and for any qJ, there exists a holomorphic f(xl' qJ) in the open polysector 

S(1)= II S(~i,~i,rt)x II D(rj) 
t~ln(1,h) j=h+1 

with respect to I=[1,n]-J such that the family of the restrictions to S'(1) satisfies the con-

dition (1.5). And, as for the closed polysector, TA(f)qJ f(xl;qJ), TA(f), FAJ(f), 
AppN(x; TA(f)) are defined. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let be given a family of functions 

F= { f(xl ; qJ) ; c~ = Jcrl , k], qJeNJ, I=[1, n] - J} (1 .1 l) 

in an open or closed polysector S with the edge in V, where f(xl ; qJ) is holomorphic in S(1) 

or Scl]' The family F is said to be a consistent family if, for any non-empty subset J in [1,k] 

and for any qJeNJ, f(xl ; qJ) is asymptotically developable and the family of the total coef-

ficients TA(f(xl ; qJ)) is equal to {f(xK; qJUL); c~pLc[1, k] - J, qLeNL, K=[1, n] - J U L} . 

THEOREM 1.1. Let S be an n-dimensional open or closed polysector with the edge in V 

and let F be a consistent family in S. Then, there exists a holomorphic function f(x) such 

that it is asymptotically developable in S and TA(f)=F. 

Letf(x) be a asymptotically developable function with the family of the total coefficients 

TA(f) in an n-dimensional polysector S with the edge in V. Ifthe fLmction f(xl ; qJ) is holo-

morphic in a disc including S[I] or S(1) for any non-empty subset J in [1, k] and for any qJeNJ 

f(xl qJ)= ~ f(xK;qJuL)xLq' (1.12) 
g.~N" 

for any non-empty subset L in [1,k] -J, the approximate function AppN(x;F) of the degree 

N is holomorphic in a disc including S and 

~ = ~ f(xk+1' ' ' ' ' ' ' qk)xlql. . . AppN(x; F)= ~ . . . xkqk , x~; ql' ' 
ql=0 qk=0 

= = - 
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, x~ ; ql' ' xkqh. 
ql=NI qk=Nk 

Put Dj=D[rj] or D(rj). Denote by ~~(llj~tDj)[[xi]] the ring of formal power 

with respect to x, with coefficients in (~(llj~iDj). Then, the formal power series 

(1,13) 

SerleS 
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" ~ FAnk3(f)(x)= ~: ･ ･ ･ ~ f(xk+1' ' ' ' ' ' ' qk)xlql . . , xkqh (1.14) , x*; ql' ' 
ql=0 qh*o 

belongs to the intersection of ~~(nf~iD/)[[xt]](i=1, . . . , k). Namely, Iet ~be the sheaf 

~ of germs of holomorphic functions and let ~;v=proj limN_=e7/(xl ' ' ' xk)N~ be the formal 

~ completion of ~ along V. Then, FA[1,k](f) is a section of ~;v on D=1li=1"D, and f(x) 

is said to be asymptotically developable to f(x)=FA[1,k](f)(x) in (~;'^v(D) as x tends to V. 

THEOREM I .2. Let S be an n-dimensional open or closed polysector with the edge in V 

and let f(x)e~/¥v(D). Then,' there exists a holomorphic function in S which is asymptotically 

developab!e to f(x) as x tends to V. 

Denote by A(S) the set of all functions asymptotically developable in S. Then, 
A(S) is closed by fundamental operations: addition, substitution, multiplication and in-

tegration. If S is open then A(S) is also closed by differentiation. Moreover, the opera-

tions commute with FAJ. Denote by A'(S) ad Ao(S) be the set of all functions asympto-

~ tically developable to some formal power series in (~iv and to the formal power series O, 

respectively. Then, Ao(S)CA'(S)cA(S) and Ao(S), A'(S) are closed by the fundamental 
o perations. 

II. Sheaves ofAsymptotically Developable Functions and 

Vanishing Theorems 

Let M be a complex analytic manifold and let e7 be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 

functions on M. Let H be an union of a finite number of non-singular hypersurfaces in 

M and let ~M"IH be the formal completion of ep along H. Namely, Iet g{H be the defining 

ideal of H, then e~~M'~IH=proj limN_*(~/~::HN. Suppose that singular points of H are 

normal crossings. Namely, for any point h on H, there exist a neighborhood U of h and 
. xk=0} (k;~n). local coordinates xl' ' ' ' , x~ such that HnU= {(x], . . . , x*)eU; xl ' ' 

D_efine the real blowing-up (U-, prU) of U along Hn U by 

U {(x z)e Ux (Sl)h Im(xi2i)=0. Re(xt~t);~O, i=1, . . . , k} , (2.1) 

where prU is the natural projection from U- to U and S1= {zeC; Izl=1}. If U II = =1*U,, 
then 

It 

U-= II(Ut- {O} US1)x II Uj' 
t*1 /=k+1 

(2.2) 

where U,- {O} USI js the space constructed by pulling the origin from Ui and inserting Sl. 

Let {Ui} ,ed be an open covering of M, and let (U-;,pri) be the real blowing-up of U1 along 

Hn U1. Then, by patching U-i together, the real blowing-up of M along H is constructed. 

For an open set U- in M-, put ~*(U-)=~'-(U-)=~~o ~(U-)= (~(pr(U-)), if the closure 
of pr(U-) has no intersection with H. If the closure of pr(U-) has intersection with H, 

then denote by ~-(U-) the ring of functions asymptotically developable in any n-dimen-

sional polysector in pr(U-) - H with the edge in H, and denote by ~f'-(~h) and J~~:~o~(U-) the 
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rings of functions asymptotically developable to some formal power series in ~M'¥[H (Pr(U-)) 

and to the formal power series O in any n-dimentional polysector in pr(U-)-H with the 

edge in H, respectively. Then, in a natural way we can define the sheaves ~-, ~~- and 

~~~o~ whose sets of sections on U- are equal to ~-(U-), ~'-(U-) and J~~o~(U-), respec-

tively. The vanishing theorems in asymptotic analysis are stated as follows: 

THEOREM 2.1. For any point h on H, put h-=pr~1(h), then 

Hq(h-, ~~~o~lh-)= O, q~F1 (2.3) {
 
(~~~M^'1H)h/~h, q=1. 

THEOREM 2 2 IfHq(M ep) Hq(M ~M'¥lH)=0for q;~1, then, 

O, q~l {
 

Hq(M, ~:o)~ Ho(M, e:~M'¥lH)/Ho(M, ~~), q=1. (2.4) 

These theorems can be stated in anotehr way, Note that Theorem 1 2 means the follow 
ing: 

THEOREM 2.3. Tlle.fo!lowing sequence of sheaves is exact: 

O- J~~;o~~ ~f'-_ pr ~1 (~~M'¥lH~'O, (2. 5) 
where i is the canonical inclusion mapping and, on pr~1(H), j assigns to f the asymptotic 

series and outside j is the zero mapping. From the short exact sequence, we have the long 

exact sequences : 

O-Ho(h-, J~~~o~1 h-)-Ho(h-, y'lh-)~Ho(h-, pr~1 ~M'^IHlh-) 

-H1(h-, ~~~o~lh-)-H1(h-, ~'-lh-)-Hl(h-, pr~1 e;~M'^lHlh-) 

-H2(h-, ~:o~lh-)- . . . , (2.6) 
O-Ho(M-, ~:o~)~ Ho(M-, ~'-)-Ho(M-, pr~1 ~M'¥lH) 
-Hl(M-, J~~~0~)~ H1(Ml, y'-)-H1(M-, pr~1 ~M"IH) 

-H2(M-, ~:o~)~ ' ' (2.7) 
The first three terms are easily calculated : 

Ho(h J~~olh-)=0, Ho(h-, J~'-lh-)=~n, Ho(h pr ~M'^IHlh) (~M'^lH)h (2.8) 

Ho(M-, ~~~o~)=0, HQ(M-, ~P-)=Ho(M, ~), Ho(M-,pr~1~M"IH)=Ho(M, ~M"IH) (2.9) 

Therefore, we can translate Theorems 2,1-2 as follows: 
THEOREM 2.4. For any point h on H, (ib il'h is a zero mapping and (ii) jq,h(q;~1) are 

isomorphisms. 

THEOREM 2.5. If Hq(M, ~7)=Hq(M, ~M/¥IH)=0(q~~1), then il is a zero mapping_ 
and jq(q ;~ l) are isomorphisms. 

More precisely, we can assert the following: 

THEOREM 2.6. (i) If H1(M, ~p)=0 then il is a zero mapping, i,e. Hl(M-, ~~;o~)~~ 

Ho(M. (~:~M"IH)/Ho(M, ~), (ii) If Hq(M, ~)=0 (1 ~~q;~j). Hq(M. (~;M,^lH)=0 (1 ~q;~j-1) 

tllen jq(1 ~ q;~j) are isomorphisms, i.e. Hq(M-. ~~~~o~)=0 (2 ;~q;~j). 

Denote by ~(*H) the sheaf of germs of meromorphic functions which are holomor-

phic in M-H and have poles on H, and put aM'¥lH(*H)= ~M'¥lHRa ~7(*H). By the second 

isomorphism theorem, we have 

( ~M'~IH)h/~h ~~ ~M"IH(*H)h/ ~(*H)h , (2, I O) 
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H (M ~M'¥lH)/H (M ~)~~Ho(M, ~M"IH(*H))/Ho(M, ~(*H)). (2. 1 1) 

P~t ~P'=pr~1(~ and ~'-(*H)=~~-R~Pr~1(~i(*H), we have the short exact 
sequence analogous to (2.5): 

O- ~o~~ y'-(*H)-~pr~1( ~M'¥lH(*H))- O. (2. 1 2) 
Therefore, we have another verison of the vanishing theorem: 

COROLLARY 2.1. For any point h on H, put h-=pr~1(h), then 

Hl(h-, ~;o~lh-)~~ ~M'^IH(*H) /~l( H)h, (2.13) 
Hq(h-, y'-(*H)lh-)~~Hq(h-,pr~1e:~M'¥lH(*H)lh-), q;~ l. (2.14) 

COROLLARY 2.2. (i) IfH1(M, ~)=0 then 

H1(M-, ~:o~)~~Ho(M ~M'~IH(*H))/H (M ~( H)) (2.15) 
(ii) IfHq(M, e~)=0 (1 ~~q<=j). Hq(M, ~M'^lH)=0 (1 ~q~j- l) then, 

(2 , 1 6) Hq(M-, ~~f'-(*H))~~Hq(M-, pr~1~M'¥lH(*H)), I ;~q~j. 

For a positive integer m and E=~*(U-), ~'-(U-) and ~M'¥lH(Pr(U-)), denote by 
GL(m.E) the ring of invertible m-by-m matrices whose elements belong to E. As above, 

we obtainthe sheaves GL(m, y-), GL(m, y'-) and GL(m, ~M/'1H)' Denote by GL(m, ~-)I 

the subsheaf of GL(m, ~'-) of germs of matricial functions asymptotically developable to 

the identity matrix I~. Then, we have the short exact sequence: 

I~~GL(m, ~~)I-GL(m, ~'-)-pr~lGL(m, (~~~M'~lH)~I~, (2, 17) 

THEOREM 2.7. For any point h on H, put h-=pr~1(h), then 

(i) i: Hl(h-. GL(m, ~f-)Ilh-)-H1(h-, GL(m, y'-)II,~-) 

is a trivia/ mapping. 

(ii) H1(h-. GL(m, ~f-)Ilh-)-- GL(m, (~~~M"IH)h/GL(m, ~)h, 

(iii) j: H1(h-, GL(m, JV'-)Ilh-)-H1(h-, pr~1GL(m, ~M'¥lH)lh-) 

is injective. 

By the long exact sequence deduced from (2.17), (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 

Let ~P be a locally free sheaf of ~-modules of rank m. Put 

~~M'¥lH=J~41R~ ~-MAIH' ~l(*H)=J7iRp ~7(*H), ~~M'¥IH(*H)=~lRa ~M/'1H(*H), (2 18) 

~~o~=pr~1~PiRa'J~~o~' ~P'~=pr~1~/jRa'~P-, ~-(*H)=pr~1~l(*H)Ra'~'- (2.19) 

THEOREM 2.8. The statements obtained by replacing yand ~with ~Pfrom Theorems 
2.1~~ and Corollaries 2.1-2 are valid. 

In the theory of asymptotic expansions the origin of this kind of vanishing theorem 

is 'Preliminary Theorem' in Birkhoff[2] (p. 533). Sibuya[25] obtained (i) and (iii) ofTheorem 

2.7 and Malgrange[18] obtained (ii) of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.1 in the one-variable case. 

III. Existence ofAsymptotically Developable Solutions to 

Systems of Dlfferential Equations 

Let S be an n-dimensional polysector with the edge in V in C" with coordinates xl' 

x* and let U be a polydisc at the origin in C~ with a coordinate system u='(ul' ' ' 
,
 

)
 

ul~ ' 
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Then, Sx U is an (n x m)-dimensional polysector with the edge in VxC~. Consider a 
system of partial differential equations of the first order 

xptei(a/axt)u=at(x, u), i=1 (3,1) . , n', 

where 

ai(x, u)=t(ali(x, u), . . . , a~i(x, u)), i=1, . . . , n' (~;n), 

Pi=(pil' ' ' " Pik, O, . . . , k, ei=1, i=k+ 1, . . . , n'. O) e =xi, i=1, . . . 

Suppose that this system satisfies the integrability condition 

(a/axi)(x~pjaj(x, u)) + x~pt~pj(a/au)aj(x, u)ai(x, u) 

=(a/axj)(x~ptai(x, u)) +x~pt~p'(a/au)ai(x, u)aj(x, u), i,j= l, . (3.2) 
. 

where 

(a/au)aj(x, u)=((a/aul)a,(x, u), . . . (a/ax~)aj(x, u)) (3.3) 
By the holomorphy of ai(x,u) with respect to u, these functions have the Taylor's expansions 

at(x, u)=a,o(x)+Ai(x)u+ ~ aiq(x)uq, i=1 (3.4) . 

f ~N>~1 

where aiq(x)(qeN~, Iql~1), At(x) are asymptotically developable in the polysector S with 

the edge in V. If u(x) is a holomorphic solution to (3.1) in a subsector of S, then, for a 

nonempty subset J of [1,k], 

xJp'Jxlp'lei(a/axt)FAJ(u)=FAJ(aio) +FAJ(Ai)FAJ(u)+ ~ FAJ(aiq)(FAJ(u))q, i=1, . . . , n', 
?~N>~1 (3 . 5) 

where I=[1 n]-J pil=(p' ) p' =(pij)jeJ Therefore for qJeNJ TA(u)qJ satisfies the ' ' *k kel' *J ' ' ' equatron obtamed by formally operatmg (a/ax )qJ and substitutmg xJ=0, i,e., put 

qiw (pi =0, i e J) 
LHSi(qJ) - ei(a/axi)w (pi=0, i~~J) (3.6) 

~ 
xl p'l(xta/axi)w (pi ~ O, piJ = O) 

then, w=TA(u)oJ satisfies the non-linear differential equation 

LHSt(OJ)=TA(aio)oJ+TA(Ai)oJw+ ~ TA(aig)oJwj, i=1, . . . (3.7) , n', 

7~ N>~1 

and w= TA(u)qJ(qJ~FOJ) satisfies the non-homogeneous linear differential equations 

LHSi(qJ)=((a/au)ai(x, u)l~=~(oJ),'J-o)w+ terms determined by TA(u)*J(IsJl < IqJD (3.8) 

DEFlNITION 3'1. A consistent family 

F={f(xl;qJ);c~FJc[1 k] q eNJ I [1 n] J} 

is said to be a family of coefficients of a formal solution to (3.1) if for any non-empty sub-

set J of [1, k], w-f(xl ; OJ) satisfies (3.7) and w--f(xl ; qJ) satisfies (3.8) for qJ~FOJ. 

A DEFlNITION 3'2. A formal power series ae((~;v)o~ is a formal power-series solution to 

(3.1) if a satisfies (3.5) instead of FAn,k](u). 

In the following, suppose that lim aio(x)=0 (i=1, . . . , n') and put lim At(x)=Ai(i=1, 

. . , n'). 
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THEOREM 3,1. Suppose that pt=0for an i in [1, k]n[1. n']. (1) IfF is a family of total 

coefficients of solution to (3.1) in a subsector S' of S, then there exists a unique solution u to 

(3.1) in S' whose family of total coefficients is equal to F. (2) If a is a forma/ power-series 

solution to (3.1), then there exists a unique solution to (3.1) in any subsector S' with a suffi-

ciently small radius in S which is asymptotic to a. (3) If ai :s are holomorphic in a polydisc. 

tllen a formal power-series solution to (3.1) is convergent. 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that pi=0 and Ai has no eigenvalues of integers for some i in 

[1,k]n [1,n']. Tllen, there exists a unique family F of total coefficienst offormal solution to 

(3,1) in any subsector S' of S with f(O; O[1'k])=0. If ai 's are asymptotic to formal power 

series, then there exists a unique formal power series solution a to (3.1) with a(O)=0. For 

F and a. Theorem 3.1 is valid. 

If pi ~O, then the domain of existence of asymptotically developable solutions to (3.1) 

could be smaller than the whole sector S. For example, consider a ordinary differential 

equation of the first order 

tp+1(d/dt)u= -ppu + a(t, u). (3.9) 
S6lutions to this equation satisfy the integral equation 

f
 
t
 

u(t)=exp(pt~P) exp(-pto~P)u(to)+exp(pt~p)jtoexp(-ps~p)a(s u(s))s p Ids (3 10) 

So, exp(pt~P) dominates the domain of existence of asymptotically developable solutions 

to (3.9). 

DEFINITION 3.3. An n-dimensional sector S with the edge in V is said to be a proper 

domain of the function 

lexp(px p)1 exp Re(px p) exp(Ipx pl cos(arg p - ~ pt arg xi)) (3.11) 

i=1 

if {xeES; Re(px~p)>0} has at most one connected component in S, i.e., for some integer 

k and for all xeS 

~~7r < arg p - ~ p, arg xi +2klr< -1T' (3'12) 2
 i=1 

Then, D- V is covered by a finite number of proper sectors. 

THEOREM OF EXISTENCE OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS. Suppose that ai ~ are holomorphic 
in an (n+m)-dimentional polydisc, and that pit >0 and all eigenvalues dij of A( (i=1, . . . , 

k~n', j=1. . . . , m) are not zero. Then, for any direction I tends to O in D andfor an adequate 

proper domain Sl containing I with respect to lexp(-ptf~Idijx~pi)1 (i=1, . . . k, j=1. . . . , 

m), there exists a solution u to (3.1) which is holomorphic and asymptotically developable 

to a in St. 

This theorem is proved by using the method of Hukuhara[8], cf. Majima[15]. 
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IV. Structure ofLocal Solution Matrices to Integrable 

Pfaffian Systems and Riemann-Hilbert-Birkhoff Problem 

ofLocal Version 

Consider a completely integrable system of partial differential equations in D at the 

origin in C", 

xpie.(a/axi)v=Ci(x)v, i=1, . . . (4.1) , n, 

where, pt=(p.1' ' ' ' n', and Ci(x) , Pik, O, . . . , O), ei=xi, i=1, . . . , k, ei=1, i=k+1, . . . , 

(i=1, . . . , n) are m-by-m matrices of holomorphic functions in D such that 

ei (a/axi)(x~ pJ Cj(x)) + x~ p'~ ptCj(x)Ci(x) 

=ej(a/axj)(x~piCi(x))+x~pt~pjCt(x)Cj(x), j, i= l, . . . , n (4.2) 

P ut 

(?= ~ x~ptei~1Ci(x)dxi, (4.3) 
t=1 

then p is an m-by-m matrix of meromorphic 1-forms which is holomorphic in D- V and have 

poles on V, the system (4.1) is re-written as the linear Pfaffian system (d-S2)u=0 and the 

condition (4.2) means dQ=12AQ, called the integrability condition of (d-O)u=0, where 

d is the exterior derivative and A is the exterior product. The system (4.1) or (d-12)u=0 

have no singular points in D - V and so for each .point in D - V there exist m linearly independ-

ent holomorphic solutions to (4.1). Therefore, by analytic continuation, there exists a 

fundamental matrix of solutions of the type ap(x)=P(x)xlM1 . . . xkMk to (4.1) in D, where 

P(x) is an invertible m-by-m matrix of functions holomorphic in D- V and eventually essen-

tially singular on V, and Mt (i=1, . . . , k) are m-by-m constant matrices such that MiMj = 

MjMi. In general, it is difficult to calculate M/'s and P(x) and to estimate the singularity 

of P(x). Ifp,=0 for some i, then (4.1) is reduced as follows: 

PRoposmoN 4.1. Ifp,=0 for some ie[k+1,n], then there exists a holomorphic trans-
formation v=Q(x)w in D such that (4.1) is transformed to 

xpjej(a/ax/)w=Bj(x)w, j~Fi, { (a/axi)w=0, 

where Bj(x)(j~F i) are independent of x,. ' 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that pi=0 and that the eigenvalues of Ci(O) are pt +1li l=1, 

, s,j=1 . , . . . , st whose multiplicities are mtj, where It/~ ar~ positive integers and pt -pl'~ 

are not integer ifl~1'. Then, there exist an invertible matrix Q(x) of holomorphicfunctions 

and a diagonal matrix D(xi) of momonials of xt such that (4.1) is transformed to 

{ (xta/ax,)w=((~)t=1s(pll~t +Nl))w (4.4) 
xq/(e/a/axj)w=(~1*IsB/,t(x))w, j~i, 

by the transformation v=Q(x)D(x,)w, where I*t is the unit matrix of the order mt=mtl+ 

+ml*v Nl~ are strictly upper triangular matrices of the order ml' q/=(qjl' ' ' ' ' qj,i-1' O, 

q/,t+1' O, . . . . O). B/1(x)~ are ml-by-mt matrices ofholomorphicfunctions, respectively. 

COROLLARY 4.1. Ifpl= ' ' ' =pk=0, then there exists a fundamenta/ matrix ofsolutions 
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of the type c(x)=P(x)xlM1 . . , xkMk to (4 1) m D where P(x) Is holomorphrc m D and 
P-1(x) has at most poles on V. 

Ifpi~O for some i=1, . . . , k, in general, (4.1) is not reduced to a simpler system by 

a holomorphic transformation in D. However, there is a case that it is transformed to a 

simpler system by an asymptotic transformation. By Proposition 4.2 and the condition 
(4.2), we can suppose that Ci(O)Cj(O)=Cj(O)Ci(O) (i,j=1, . . . , n). Suppose that C,(O) has 

at least two different eigenvalues pi,~ with the multiplicity mt,z (1= l, . . . , s). Then, there 

exists an invertible constant matrix T, 

T C (O)T ~)t I (p/ J~1+Nj,t), j=1, . . . (4.5) , n, 

where pj,t's are eigenvalues of Cj(O) and Nj,1 are strictly upper triangular matrix of the order 

ml' For simplicity, suppose that Ci(O) is of the form of the right hand side in (4.5). Pose 

the question whether (4,1) is reduced to a decomposed form as (4.5). If (4.1) is transformed 

to 

xpj(eja/axj)w=((1)t=1'Bj,t(x))w, j= l, . . . , (4.6) n, 

by a transformation v=(I~-(Pu'(x)))w, then 

-xpj(eja/axj)(Pll')=Cj(I~-(Pll'))-(I~-(Pll ))~)t I Bj l' J I . (4.7) .,n 

, s), then Put Pu=0(1=1 . . . , 

Bj t Cj tt ~ C/ thPhl' j=1,. . , (4.8) . n, l=1,... , s, 
h~ t ' 

xp!(eja/axj)Plv= ~ Cj,lhPhv-PlvBj,1'~Cj,tl" j=1, . . . , n, /,1'=1, . . . , s, l~1'. (4.9) 
,~~1' 

Therefore, Pll'~ satisfy the system of partial differential equations 

xpj(eja/axj)Plt'= ~] Cj thPht Pll Cl z s + ~ Plt Cj t hPht'-C!,It', 

h~1' h~1' ' 
j=1,. . . . , s, l~1'. (4.10) . ,s, 1,1'=1, . 

Denote by u the column vector obtained by arranglng Ptl"s in an adequate order, u satisfies 

a completely integrable system of partial differential equations of the form 

xjpj(eja/axj)u=ajo(x)+Aj(x)u+Qj(x, u), j= I .. ' (4.11) , . . , n, 

where the eigenvalues of Aj(O) are pj,1-pj,1" 1,1'=1 . . . , s, l~1' whose multiplicities are 

mlml" respectively. Therefore, in a proper domain S' with respect to 

lexp(-pii~1(ptt-pil')x~p')1(i=1, . . . , , . , s, /~~l') (4.12) k, 1,1'=1 .. 

(4.1) is reduced to a decomposed form by an asymptotically developable transformation. 

Suppose that (4.1) satisfies the following condition (4.13) : for a!1 i=1. . . . , k, pii >0 

and Ci(O) has m dlfferent eigenvalues or pt =0. Ci(O) has m dlfferent eigenva!ues and the dif-

ference of any two eigenvalues is not integer. 

Then, (4.1) has a fundamental matrix of formal solutions of the form 

Q(x) exp(x~qA(x))xlT1 ' ' ' xkTh (4.14) 
Therefore, by Theorem of existence of asymptotic solutions, there exists an open cover-

ing {S.;T=1, . . . , a} of D- V such that S.'s are open sectors with edge in V and in it 
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Q (x) exp(x qA(x))x T1 . . . xhTk=c.(x) (4.15) 
forms a fundamental matrix of solutions to (4.1) for 1:= l, . . . , 6. If S.n S..~c, there exists 

an mvertible constant matnx C.. , called a connectron matnx such that ep..(x)=ep.(x)C.... 

Then, 

Q.-1(x)Q..(x)=exp(x~A(x))xlT1 ' ' ' xkTkC...(exp(x~qA(x))xlTl . . . xkTk)~1 (4.16) 

is asymptotically developatble to I~ in S.n S.., and the l-cocycle condition 

C...C...,,C.,,.=1~, S. n S., n S.,,~Fip (4. 17) 

is satisfied. Conversely, Iet be given exp(x~gA(x))xlT1 . . . xkTh, an open covering {S.;T=1, 

. . . , (r} of connection matrices such that (4.17) , c} of D- V and a system {C...; T,T'=1, 

is satisfied and 

. xkTkC...(exp(x~qA(x))xlT1 . . . xhTh)~1 (4.18) F...(x)=exp(x~qA(x))xlT1 . . 

is asymptotically developable to I~ in S.nS... Then, does there exist an integrable linear 

Paffian system (d-9)v=0 or (4.1) such that exp(x~qA(x))xlT1 . . . xkTk forms the essentially 

singular part of the fundamental matrices of solutions to the system and that {C . ' T 1:'=1 
*' , ' 

' ' ' (T,} forms the family of connection matrices for the covering? This is called the Rie-
'
 mann-Hilbert-Birkhoff problem of local version. By using Theorem 2.7, we can solve 

this problem. 

V. Riemann-Hilbert-BirkhoffProblem of Global Version 

and Meromorphic Integrable Connections 

Let M and H be as in II. Consider a linear integrable Pfaffian system 

(d - Q)v=0, d9=QAS2 (5. 1) 
where 9 is an m-by-m matrix ofmeromorphic l-forms which are holomorphic in M- H and 
has poles on H. For any point h on H, there exist an adequate neighborhood Uh and local 

coordinates such that g2 is represented as (4.3). If 9 satisfies the condition (4.13), then, 

for each point h on H, there exist a matrice E,~ of essentially singular functions represented 

. xhTk by an adequate local coordinates and a finite open covering as exp(x~qA(x))xlTl ' ' 
. . . , ch} of Uh -H such that Qh.hEh forms a fundamental matrix of solutions {Sh.h ;Th = I , 

to (5.1) in Sh.h for some matrice Qh.h of asymptotically developable functions. For a point 

in M-H, there exists a fundamental matrix Qh of solutions to (5.1) which is holomorphic 

= =1. If in a sufficiently small neighborhood Uh. Then, put E,~=1~. Sht U and lr a 

Sh.hn S,h･.n'~Fip there exists an invertible matrix Ch.h,~"n' satisfying Q,~..b'E,}･=Qh,hE C h n*,~h'*h" 

{Ch,h,}.h･; h, h eM ~ I cn Th'=1, . . ah' ., } 

satisfies the l-cocycle condition. And if h h eHand Sh. n S ･.h･~pc then 

Q~.h-lQh..h.=EhCh,h,~ . E (5.2) 
is asymptotically developable to a formal power series, in particular, to I~ for h=h'. Con-

versely, Iet be given Eh for each h in M, a covering {Sh.h; rh=1, . . . , oh} of M-H and 

. 
{C 'h h'eM ?h=1 . . . , (rh, rh.=1, . . h*hh'*h'' ' ' ' 
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satisfying the l-cocycle condition. Suppose that EhCh.hh..^.Eh.-1's satisfy the same asymp-

totic property as (5.2). Then, does there exist an integrable Pfaffian system (5.1) over M 

sYch that, for each point h on H, Eh forms the essential singular part of the fundamental 

matrix of formal solutions, and that {C~.^h･.h･} forms the'family of connection matrices for 
the covering? By the result in IV, for each h in M, there exists a local linear integrable 

Pfaffian system (d-Qh)v=0 in a neighborhood Uh of h for the local problem. Moreover, 

by the construction and the 1-cocycle condition, if Uhn U,~'~pc for h, h' in M, there exists 

an invertible matrix of holomorphic functions satisfying 

dGhh OhGhh Ghh S?h, I e s2 Ghh (9hGhh.-dGhh.). (5.3) 
The family {Ghh.; h, h'eM} is a l-cocycle of the covering {Uh; heM} with coefficients in 

GL(m, ~). If there exists a O-cochain {Rh; heM} of the covering {Uh; heEM} with co-
efficients in GL(m, ~l(*H)) such that, Ghh.=Rh-lRn',h,h'eM, then the problem can be 
solved. However, in general, it is impossible. Though it is possible to decompose G,~h' 

as above in M a Stein or projective manifold, Rh's may have poles outside H. 

The family {(d-Oh)v=0;heM} of local linear integrable Pfaffian systems with the 
family {Ghh.; h, h'eM} of transformation matrices is a representation of a meromorphic 
integrable connection. 

Denote by g21 and by s21(*H) the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 1-forms in M and the 

sheaf of germs of meromorphic 1-forms which are holomorphic in M-H and have poles 

on H, respectively. Let ~P be a locally free sheaf of ~7-modules of rank m and put 

9~1(*H)=~PRir~p(*H). A meromorphic connection V on ~l(*H) is by definition a 
C-linear mapping 

V : ~l(*H)-J7RaS21(*H) (5.4) 
satisfying the Leibniz rule, i.e., take an open set U in M, then, forf in ~(*Il)(U) and for 

e in ~l(*H)(U). 

V ( fe) ~ f V e + eRadf (5. 5) 
For a free basis eU=<eUl' ' ' " eU~> of ~P on U, there exist CijeEHo(U, Q1(*H)) such that 

~ VeU,= ~ CtjeUl' j=1, . . . , m. (5.6) 
t-l 

The matrix 9.U=(Cij) is called a meromorphic connection matrix of V with respect to the 

free basis eU. For u=t(ul' ' n~)e(Ho(U e7(*H)))~ and for eUu-uleUl + 
' ' ' 

V (eUu) = eU(d + s2.U)u, (5.7) 
and so V(eUu)=0 means (d+g2.U)=0. Let fU=<fUl' ' fU~> be another free basis of 
~P on U, and let i?.U be the meromorphic connection matrix of V With respect to fU. De-

note by Pf' the transformation matrix from eU to fU, then 

' O.U=Pf*~1(QfUPf' ~ dPf')' (5.8) 
i.e. (d+9,cr)w=0 is transformed to (d+12f')v=0 by the transformation v=Pf'w. The 
meromorphic connection V is integrable if, for any open set U in M, the corresponding 
Pfaffian systems are integrable. 

Therefore, the family {(d-S2h)v=0; heM} of local linear integrable Pfaffian systems 
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constructed as above defines a meromorphic integrable connection. The Riemann-Hilbert-

Birkhoff problem can be always solved in the sense of existence of meromorphic integrable 

connections satisfying the condition. 

VI. Cohomologies ofde Rham Complexes deducedfrom 
Meromorphic Integrable Connections 

Let Qq(q=0, . . . , n) be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic q-forms on M. Denote 
by !2q(>1=H) the sheaf of germs of meromorphic q-forms which are holomorphic in M-H and 

have poles on H. We write ~l(*H) for 120(*H). Let ~P be a locally free sheaf of e7-

modules of rank m and put ~:~q(*H)=~P~al2q(*H). Consider a meromorphic in-
tegrable connection V on ~Pg20(*H)=y(*H), from which we can define naturally 

Vq: ~~:~2q(*H)-~~2q+1(*H), q=1, . . . , n. (6.1) 

For an open set U of M and a free basis eU of ~P on U, take the meromorphic con-

nection matrix Q.U of V, then 

Vq(eU(~,) = eU(da, + g2*UA(o), (6.2) 

where e'=t(a'l' ' + (v~eU~. By the integr-. . , a'~)e(HO(U,12q(*H)))~ and eUQ,=(oleUq+ . . . 

ability condition vq.Vq-1=0(q=1, . . . , n, V0=V), therefore 

. - ~Pg2~(*H) - O (6.3) yl(*H)-~P!21(*H) - . . 

becomes a complex of sheaves, denoted by (yS2'(*H), V) and called the de Rham complex 

deduced from V. Put 

~~M'¥lHQq(*H) = ~Pi2q(*H)Re7 e~iM'¥lH' (6.4) 
~P-(*H)=pr~l~PX2q(*H)Re7'~-, (6.5) 

~P'-~2q(*H)=pr~l~~~~q(*H)R4r'~'-, (6.6) 

~~o~12q=pr~1~.Qq(*H)Ra'J~~0~=pr~1(~PRaS2g)Ra'J~~o~' (6.7) 

then we can define naturally the complexes (~~M/'1H!2'(*H), V), (~P-S2'(*H), V), (~P'-J2'(*H), V), 

and (~~o~!2'. V). In the sequel, we suppose that V satisfies the following condition: for any 

point h on H, an adequate neighborhood U and an adequate free basis e~r of ~P on U, 

the meromorphic connection matrix Q is represented as 

. . . 

h~P'*xt~lAi(x)+ ~ xl~p'l . . . xk~PthAi(x) 

, x^ and pii is posltive and Ai(O) is inver-with respect to adequate local coordinates xl' ' ' ' 
, k, where =pik=0 and Ai(O) has no eigenvalues of integer, for i=1, . . . tible, or, ptl= ' ' ' 

. . =x~=0. . . . xk=0} and the point h corresponds to xl= ' Un H= {x; xl 
Under this condition, we can assert the following: 

THEOREM 6.1. For the complexes (~~~Mf'lH9'(*H), V), (~*p'(*H), V), (~P'-12'(*H). V), 

(~~0~9'. V). Poincar~ lemma holds. Namely, denote by (~r･. V) one of the complexes. 
then the q-th cohomologj sheaf ~~lq(~'. V)=0 for q>= 1. 
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Moreover, by calculating the hypercohomologies of the complexes and by using The-

orems 6.1 and 2.8, we have the following isomorphism theorems: 

THEOREM 6.2. For any point h on H. 

Hq l((~~~M'^lHg2( H)) IyQ( H) ) V) Hq(h a~~'(J~~: g2 V)1 ), q=1, . . , n , , (6.9) 

Hq(~:~2 ( H)h) V) Hq(h ~~)(~~~1~ V)1 ), q=0, 1,. . . , n. (6.10) 

THEOREM 6.3. If Hq(M, ~PRag2')=Hq(M. J~~iM'+1HRaO')=0 for q~l and r~~O, then 

Hq 1(HO(M ~:M"IHO( H))/H(M ~PS2( H)) V) Hq(M ~~l(~4: g2 V)) (q=1, . . . , n), 

(6. I l) 

Hq(Ho(M ~Q ( H)) V) Hq(M ~P (~P p V)) (q=0, . (6.12) 
.. 

n). 

More precisely, if Hq(M, ~Ral2")=0 (q+r~j, q~ 1, r~O), Hq(M, ~:M'~lHRgg2')=0 (q+ 
r<=j- l, q;~ 1, r~O), then (6.1 1) and (6.12) are valid for q~j. 

VII. Characterization of Regular Singularities for 

Integrable Connections 

At first, consider the integrable Pfaffian system (d-S2)u=0, in D with singularities on 

V as in IV. Let P(x)xlH1 . . . xkMk be a fundamental matrix of solutions to the system in 
D. The system is said to be regular singular along V, if P(x) has at most poles on V. Now, 

consider a meromoprhc integrable connection V on ~P With singularities on H over M as 
in VI. V is said to be regular singular along H, if for any point h on H, there exists a neigh-

borhood Uh of h such that the integrable Pfaffian system of V With respect to a free basis 

eUh of y on Uh is regular singular along Hn Uh in the above sense. Let H1 be the set of 

non-singular points on H. 

THEOREM 7.1. If a meromorphic integrable connection V is regular singular along H, 

then for any point h on H 

~)(~~ Q V)lh-=0, (7,1) 
Hl(h-, a~~o(~f;o~p', V)lh-)=0, (7.2) 
Hq(h-, ~~)(~~;o~12', V)lh-)=0, q=0, I . , n, (7.3) 

H (~~M"IH!2 ( H) /~P:(~ ( H)h, V)=0, (7.4) 
Hq(~~M'^HQ( H) /~P:Q( H) V) O, q=0, l,.. . , n, (7.5) 
~~(~PQ ( H) V) ~~~q(~~~M"IHg2 ( H), V)h, q=0, l, . . . , n, (7.6) 

~0(~ l)qdimc~~~(~Pg2'(*H). V), 

q~0( 1)qdanc(~~~~(~/:M'¥lH9 ( H), V)h, q=0, 1, . . .,n, (7.7) 

where h-=pr~1(h). Conversely, V is regular singular along H, if there exists an open desne 

set H' of Hl such that one of (7.1-7) is satisfiedfor each point h on H'. 
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The equivalence among (7.2-7) is proved by using the following: 

THEOREM 7.2. There exists an open dense set H' of Hl such that (6.9) is valid at any 

point h on H'. Moreover, the terms are nullfor q;~2. 

It is deduced from the following theorem that (7,1) or (7.2) means the regular singul-

arities of V . 

THEOREM 7.3. There exists an open dense set H' of H1 such that for any point h on H' 

we have 

dimcH1(h-, ~~o(~~o~p', V)lh-) 

1
 =~ (Tota/ Varratron ofthefunctron (d eeh -dimc~~~(~~ !2 V)) )) (7 8) 

(7.7)' the conditions obtained from (7.4), . . . , REMARK 7,1. Denote by (7.4)', . . . , 

(7.7) by replacing ~~~M/'1HO'(*H) with i*i-1(~PReg2'), where i is the canonical inclusion 

from M-H to M. Then, (7.l~7)' also characterize the regular singularities of V. 

REMARK 7.2. The number given by (7.8) may be called the irregularity at h of V. 

The notion of regular singularity of ordinary differential equation was introduced essen-

tially by Riemann and definitively by Fuchs. It was characterized by conditions with respect 

to the order of coefficients by Fuchs, Moser, Lutz, Jurkat, etc. (cf. Kohno-Okubo[12]). By 

Deligne[3] CProposition II. 6.20), it was characterized by (7.6-7)' i,e, the validity of compari-

son theorem. Malgrange[17] characterized it by (7.4-7), (7.4-7)'. Komatsu[13] obtained 

the characterization by conditions analogous to (7.4) and (7.6) between hyperfunctions 

and distribuitions. G6rard-Levelt[6] investigated measures of irregular singularity. In the 

several-variable case, the definition of regular singularity was due to G6rard[4] for Pfaffian 

systems, to Deligne[3] for meromorphic connections and to Kawai-Kashiwara[1 1], Ramis[23], 

(Mebkhout[20]) and Van den Essen[29] for ~:M-modules. Nowaday, we know the equi-
valence (cf.. Ramis[23].) Our conditions (7.1-2), (7.4), (7.2)' and (7.4)' are apparently week 

(Majima[16]). 
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